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The Ultimate 
Breakthrough 

Hey Thrivers! 
Congratulations on taking this HUGE step to breakthrough any area of 
your life that could use enhancement. I don't know everything but I do 
know about mindset and human behavior and I also know that you can 
accomplish anything that you put your mind and focus into. 
 
My name is Quentin McCain (Known to some as Coach Q) I am a #1 
Bestselling Author of the book "Think on These Things", International 
Speaker, and Master Mindset Coach. I have dedicated over a decade of 
my life learning and internalizing personal development, Mindset, 
Neuro-Linguistic Programming, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, 
Hypnotherapy, Emotional Intelligence, Life Coaching, and other 
modalities. 
 
My mission is to #End Mediocrity and continue to help business owners 
and high achievers to breakthrough mental barriers and create lasting 
change in their lives and or businesses. 
 
In this guide book I will go over 6 steps that have helped me, clients, and 
many others through my coaching, social media platform, book, 
speaking, and workshops that I provide. 
 
Remember, that change doesn't always have to be a long grueling 
process, change can happen in an instant...the instant you decide, 
commit, and implement. GET READY FOR TRANSFORMATION!

INTRO



1 . I DENT I FY  THE  REAL  OBSTACLE  

Often times we understand that there is something getting in our way 
and blocking our success but knowing and knowing what to do are two 
different things. What is that thing holding you back? A coworker, 
family member, job, economy? These are things that can all be irritants 
if we let them but if we take a deeper look we will find those things just 
amplify what we are already feeling on the inside.  One of my favorite 
quotes by Wayne Dyer is "Once you change the way you look at things, 
the things you look at change." So you have to ask yourself is there a 
different lens you can start viewing the world from? Maybe the old ways 
of thinking and viewing the world are no longer working. What is comes 
down to is the only REAL obstacle is  our mindset and the limitiations we 
have placed on ourself. 
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Try This! 

 A way I like to identify those sneaky obstacles is by clearing my mind. I clear 
my mind by taking a walk,  just focusing on my steps and or my breathing. 
Another great way is through sitting quietly and meditating. Once you have 
cleared your mind and eased your body take a sheet of paper and draw a line 
down the middle vertically. On the left side list your obstacles but ONLY if they 
score an 8 or above out of 10 for importance. On the right side list 3 steps you 
can take immediately to work on overcoming that specific obstacle. 
Remember ACTION eliminates anxiety and procrastination. 



2 .UNDERSTAND  YOUR  MENTAL  D I STORT IONS  

When we are always inside of our heads and in our own worlds, it can 
sometimes be hard to realize our thinking is distorted.  Cognitive 
Therapists call these ways of thinking Cognitive distortions.  Cognitive 
distortions are just what the name suggests, distortions in our cognition 
or thinking. In other words unreasonable thoughts that we 
unconsciously reinforce the more we feed them. The question is, if we 
don't know our thinking is distorted then how do we go about 
addressing the issue and the aftermath of trouble they get us into? One 
way to find out if you have any of these distortions is to quickly 
check....are you human??? HAHAHA if you answered yes, then you 
definitely have distortions in your thinking at times. The level in which 
you have them, intensity, and your main go to's will differ from person 
to person. 
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 There are many mental distortions that we can list and talk about but I have 
made a list of the most common happy life stealing distortions down for you. 
Carefully look at this list and as you do I want you to take a look deep inside 
your life. Which of these distortions have you noticed others using? Which 
distortions are you using on a daily basis? Just recognizing what that these 
distortions are will already start to give you more power to eliminate them 
from your mindset and launch you into a breakthrough! 



1. Catastrophizing/Maximizing: Exaggerating the significance of situations 
or events and taking something small and "blowing them up"into huge 
problems. 
 
2.Minimizing: Exaggerating the significance of situations or events and 
taking something medium or big and pretending it doesn't bother you when it 
does. Also when you minimize your talents and strengths. 
 
3.All or Nothing Thinking: Seeing things in only black or white. If your 
performance is not perfect for example, you see yourself as a failure. 
 
4. Filtering: Picking out the one negative thing out of a situation and dwelling 
on it. 
 
5. Disqualifying the Positive: Insisting the positive experiences for one 
reason or another "do not count" so that you can keep the same negative 
mindset. 
 
6.Jumping to conclusions: Believing you know what people are thinking and 
why they are acting a certain way instead of investigating or fortune telling 
that bad or undesirable things will happen; predicting negative things will 
happen. 
 
7. Emotional Reasoning: Believing just because you feel a certain way or 
think something means that it is true. 
 
Keep in mind there are many others like overgeneralizing and Labeling but 
this list is a good start to understanding.

Mental Distortions



3 .UNCOVER  YOUR  CORE  VALUES  

What are core values to you? Really take a moment and think about 
that........ 
to me, core values are like the compass of your conscious. They let you 
know when you are on track in your life through your emotions and 
feelings but they also let you know when you are not living up to them 
and you have veered off track. I would argue to say that we all typically 
have the same core values, but what differs is how we prioritize them 
and the order we put them in. Core values can also clash with each other. 
You may have a top core value of connection and another one of honesty, 
now let's say that you have a new friend and you have a great connection 
with this friend. Your new friend starts a new business scamming 
people. Do you go along with the friend for the sake of connection or do 
you distance yourself for the sake of honesty? Somthing to think 
about..... 
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 I have a method of uncovering and then prioritizing core values with my 1 on 1 
clients,  however for the sake of time and us not being face to face. I have 
included a list of some of the most common values that we all share. Look at 
this list and choose your top 3 values that resonate with you. After you have 
chosen your top 3 values, Prioritize them  in order of importance. Now that 
you know your top 3 values you can begin to start making value based 
decisions as well as set goals aligned with your values. 



CORE  VALUES  

1. Love 
2.Faith 

    3.Honest 
                  4. Authenticity 

          5. Integrity 
      6.Passion 

            7.Creativity 
             8.Reliability 

              9. Adventure 
                 10. Consistency 

       11.Courage 
                      12. Dependability 

      13. Loyalty 
                 14. Compassion 

       15. Respect 
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4 .  POWERFUL  GOAL -SETT ING  

First let's break this down... What is a goal? Dictionary.com defines it as 
"the result or achievement toward which effort is directed." I love that 
definition however often times we have a goal, plan, or new years 
resolution and  although we are masters at setting the goal, we forget 
about the effort part! Goals are dreams with legs that can take you 
great places but if you don't work those legs out you will have much 
more to worry about than chicken legs...they will not be strong enough 
to take you to the destination. With my 1-on-1 clients I often have them 
imagine in full detail a goal they have accomplished in the past. You can 
do this now...really see, feel, and hear what you did in that moment. You 
can achieve your current goals as well just like that one! That short 
exercise gets your brain in the goal accomplishing mood. In Neuro- 
Linguistic Programming we stress the importance of states, I'm not 
talking about Las Vegas or Alabama I am talking about emotional states. 
When setting your goals always make sure that you  have passion, a 
powerful WHY behind the goal and also and strong emotionally charged 
state like happiness or excitement for example. 
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 Now that you have  uncovered and prioritized your core values, it will be easier 
to set goals in alignment with the true you! The number one but most simple 
thing to do with your goals is...WRITE THEM DOWN.  Ideas and goals are just 
floating around in our heads, bring them into this realm by putting them on 
paper. After than, with each goal you set, go back to your top core values and 
ask yourself, is this goal in alignment with my values? Do these goals represent 
the real me and what I desire for my life? Then, you're cookin' with grease! 



5 .  TAKE  MASS IVE  ACT ION  

The single most thing that has helped me succeed in life and business 
was not waiting until I had every single piece to the jig-saw puzzle. 
TAKE ACTION NOW! It is necessary to have goals set that serve as an 
outline to close the gap from where you are to where you want to 
be(from your present state to your desired state in NLP). However, 
realize that being open to where God/intuition/spirit leads you, being 
flexible, being resilient, and adapting to change can benefit you greatly 
in this journey. When setting up to take massive action realize that 
there are 2 types of goals, the END GOAL (The outcome/grand finale) 
and the JOURNEY GOALS (the steps I will take or smaller goals I will 
accomplish to get to the end goal.)  Most if not all of the goals you have 
written down on your goal list are going to be end goals. Every goal you 
have on your goal list that is an end goal I want you to break down. In 
NLP we call this CHUNKING DOWN.  The chunks you break off become 
journey goals. How small can you break this goal down? Our goal is to 
take this huge hairy goal and break it into easily digestible bite sized 
baby steps so we can take MASSIVE ACTION with no resistance or fear, 
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Try This! (you will need space for this exercise =) 

 Take a piece of paper and write your end goal on it in large letters(you can get 
as fancy and colorful as you'd like.) Imagine a timeline in the room you are in 
from where you are right now in terms of this goal to where you want to 
be(End Goal). Imagine this timeline stretching from one end of the room to the 
other. Place the paper with your goal on it at the other end of the room and 
stand on it. close your eyes and really associate yourself with the goal as if you 
have already achieved it. What do you see, hear, feel? Now ask yourself what 
did I do immediately before I reached this goal to get here? when you have the 
answer take a step backwards. Repeat this process, see, hear and feel every 
step backward and ask yourself how you got there until you get to the present 
day. Write down every step you took and now you have a solid plan of action 
from start to finish! 



6 .  ACCOUNTAB I L I TY  &  MA INTENANCE  

Now that you have Identified what is really holding you back, began to 
recognize and understand your mental distortions, uncovered and 
prioritized your core values, set powerful goals, and began to take 
massive action you are rocking and you are seeing and feeling progress 
in your life, such a great feeling right!?! What now? How do we 
maintain this life-high without the flame burning out? As what some 
people call a master networker,  I am a huge believer that having a 
powerful network of connections  for every area in your life is a must. 
When I use the word network it doesn't have to mean only for business. 
Who are those family members, friends, or people you have met along 
this journey called life that believe in you and you know you can trust? 
Sometimes the only person may even be yourself to start. Even if no one 
else believes in you, believe in yourself. You are your BIGGEST 
supporter sometimes. But even for the most introverted of us we will 
typically have at least a couple people we can count on to hold us 
accountable or lend a listening ear even if it is mom or someone in your 
immediate family. Having an accountability partner is powerful for 
breaking through and reaching the life you deserve! 
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 Think back to a time when you needed a helping hand in the past, who were 
those people that helped with no hesitation or wanting anything in return? 
Have you been on the other end where someone needed your help and you 
showed up? Who are those people you have felt a great connection with since 
day one? Take 10 minutes and think through all of these situations and make a 
list of  all of the people that come to mind without thinking to hard about it, 
dont rationalize just make the list. Once you have made the list narrow it down 
to 1 or 2 people you can count on to hold you accountable to your goals.  



We have covered so
much life changing

strategies and
content in very little
time. Now you know

everything from
identifying what has

been holding you
back, uncovering

your core values and
making value based

decisions.I
understand it can be

overwhelming but
remember this...you
are now much closer

than you were! 
 

To take things to the
next level, message

me and set up a
complimentary
coaching call. 

 

Y O U  M A D E  I T  
A N D  I T  F E E L S  

A M A Z I N G !

@COACHQMCCAIN 

LEAD WITH ME ON SOCIAL MEDIA 

w w w . Q u e n t i n M c C a i n . c o m  

FOR COACHING, WORKSHOPS, AND SPEAKING 
SERVICES EMAIL QUENTIN@QUENTINMCCAIN.COM


